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Biologists and biochemists use sequence databases, structure databases, literature databases, etc. The
database we will learn here is called the Protein Database (PDB). The PDB has all known 3D structures
of proteins, DNAs and RNAs. To find the PDB on the web, type ‘PDB’ into google, and go to the first link
returned, which is:
http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do
You need to either fetch or download the protein structures (i.e., PDB entries) that you are going to study,
to your own computer. Download (not fetch) the protein that you will study intensely. Each structure is in
a pdb file with a unique name that does not carry any information (for example 1H97.pdb). A PDB file is a
text file with the xyz coordinates of all the atoms in the protein (one protein has lots and lots of atoms).
Example of two lines of a pdb file
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How to use the PDB.
1) Ask Questions:
a) How many structures from the virus SARS-CoV-2 have been deposited in the pdb during 2020 (as of
today, 8/25/2020)?
b) How many high resolution structures (less than 2.5 Å resolution) from SARS-CoV-2 have been deposited
in the pdb during 2020 (as of today, 8/25/2020)?
c) How do I look at these structures with Pymol (fetch versus load)?
2) Start by Googling PDB
The first hit

3) On the PDB home page, click Advanced Search
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4) Pull down the select field menu

5) Select field -> IDS and Keywords -> Full text, and enter "SARS-Cov-2" (include the quotes)
then,
Select Deposition->deposit date-> >1/1/2020 (include the greater than sign)
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6) Click Count to determine the number of hits in the sub searches
Click Search

The result is 355 structures.
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7) How many of these are high resolution [which we will define here as <2.5 Å resolution. This is very
confusing. A smaller number means higher resolution, which is better data and a more accurate structure.
2.0 Å data is higher resolution (better) than 3.0 Å data]
Go back to Advanced Search, restart, and click Add Field

8) Click X-ray Data Collection Details
Click Data Collection Resolution
Then enter < 2.5
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9) Click Search

10) There are 244 structures that meet these search criteria. Load Pymol and type “fetch 6WZO” to view the
first structure. Note that the image of this protein shown by the PDB and the structure you see in Pymol
are not the same. There are multiple copies in the structure that you obtained by fetch.
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11) Download the coordinates of the ‘biological unit’ Click on the entry number.

12) Pull down the Download Files menu and click biological assembly 1
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13) The compressed coordinate file (.gz) will download to your computer. Locate the downloaded file and
decompress it, if necessary, to create a pdb file (i.e., the coordinate file).

14) Load the pdb file into pymol with the load command.
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